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FOREIGN PROPERTY INVESTMENT SURCHARGE 
291. Mr D.C. NALDER to the Premier: 
I refer to the fact that 122 000 Western Australian households are in mortgage stress and over 71 000 households 
have zero or negative equity. Can the Premier confirm if he introduces a new foreign property investment 
surcharge, it could reduce demand in an already stagnant property sector, damage property values, hurt jobs in the 
housing construction sector and reduce stamp duty revenue to the state government? 
Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
No; I do not accept any of the premises put forward by the member. I think he has asked a very confused question. 
He is saying that people are in mortgage stress, but the foreign property purchase surcharge will drive down house 
prices. Right! That is his analysis. 
Dr M.D. Nahan interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Leader of the Opposition, it was not your question. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: I do not think the member for Bateman thought the question through. 
Just to explain to the house, we took the foreign property purchases surcharge policy to the state election. We said 
that foreign purchasers of property in Western Australia needed to pay extra for the privilege of investing in a very 
stable, low sovereign risk environment, just as they do in the eastern states. Since the state election, other states 
have lifted their foreign property purchases surcharge to seven per cent. We have followed suit with other states. 
The general advice we have is that this charge does not really impact on those who are interested in purchasing in 
Western Australia because foreign property purchasers are looking for opportunities for a safe, stable environment 
to invest their money. That is why, in New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and South Australia, this policy is 
in place. I might add that in South Australia and New South Wales, there are Liberal governments. Our view is 
that foreign property purchasers need to pay their share and help the Western Australian taxpayers with this very 
reasonable and sensible charge. I am very keen to ensure that we achieve that assistance for Western Australian 
taxpayers, as we said before the state election. 
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